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Abstract
CPEC was launched in 2015 as a set of economic and development projects under China’s Belt
and Road Initiative. It comprises loans, investments and grants that could grow to over $60 billion.
The CPEC main corridor travels a 2,700km route. It starts from Kashgar in Xinjiang, China, enters
Pakistan via the Khunjerab Pass and reaching to Pakistan’s southern coastal cities Karachi and
Gwadar via the Karakoram highway and several other nodal areas.
The people of Gilgit-Baltistan (GB) are skeptical about the prospects of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) given the mishandling of the KKH compensation, media hype
regarding CPEC projects in other provinces and the historical neglect of the region.
This capstone project focused on the in-depth analysis of the role and impact of this
multi-billion-dollar project on the politically deprived region of Gilgit-Baltistan. This region
is the gateway to CPEC as it is the only region of Pakistan that shares border with China. The
geographical ties, tributary and trade relationship and even family relationships between GilgitBaltistan and the Xinjiang region of China dates back centuries before the creation of Pakistan and
the post revolution China.
Contrary to the official claims, the people of Gilgit-Baltistan feel excluded from the
decision-making process and the direct benefits of this mega project despite being the
entrance of CPEC. There is no major opposition to CPEC in Gilgit-Baltistan and the only
demand is that local people be engaged, satisfied and benefited.
The project has been designed and implemented in a way that GB’s role is to provide
the services of road and some other services probably in terms of security and an enabling
environment for CPEC. The local people complain of being sidelined in the entire process of
CPEC’s planning and implementation. The political leadership were complaining that GilgitBaltistan does not have any say in the federal and CPEC related decision-making forums.
The major demand is to address the lingering political and constitutional status of GilgitBaltistan in order to safeguard Pakistan’s interest in CPEC and other mega projects in the
region and to ensure the inclusion of the people of GB in the decision-making process.
Traders and legislators in Gilgit-Baltistan blame the federal governments for
neglecting the trade and economic potential of this geo-strategic route. The official statistics
viii
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reveal the scale of trade through the Khunjerab pass has been insignificant since the opening
of the KKH for commercial traffic in 1986.
Most of the CPEC related activities impact Gilgit-Baltistan, directly or indirectly, as
there is no other land route that connects the head of this corridor with its tale. The federal
and provincial governments have been highlighting different mega projects for Gilgit Baltistan but none of them have been yet implemented. There is also a general understanding
that CPEC will have enormous indirect benefits for the people of Gilgit-Baltistan. The local
people, however, blame the provincial and federal governments for lack of policies and
infrastructures to channelize these potential benefits.
Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan is of the opinion that CPEC is a business to business
(B2B) model and there will not be any large-scale project in Gilgit-Baltistan because the
province does not have the return capacity.
The local people fear exploitation by exposing the community to the market forces
without building their capacities and empowering the local assembly in decision making and
safeguarding the rights of the indigenous communities.
The people of Gilgit-Baltistan have their own fears regarding CPEC’s implications on
the politics, economy, environment and on the society as a whole. The most import ant
implication is local people may lose control of their assets.

ix
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Gilgit-Baltistan at the crossroad of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC)

Figure 1. The five seven-kilometre-long Pak-China Friendship tunnels were constructed at
a cost of $ 275 million as part of the realignment of the 24km long portion of the KKH,
which was submerged due to Attabad land sliding on Jan 4, 2010. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Feroza Begum’s life forever changed when a massive landslide devastated Hunza Valley
on January 4, 2010. The Attabad lake formed due to blockade of the Hunza River
submerged most of the 64-year-old widow’s small land holdings located in Gulmit,
depriving her extended family of the major source of livelihood.
On top of the widespread damages, the lake also inundated over 24 kilometers of
the strategic Karakorum Highway (KKH)- the only road link between Pakistan and Chinacutting off Begum and 25,000 other residents in Gojal tehsil from rest of Pakistan.
“The lake drowned most of our agricultural lands and then the government used the
remaining lands in 2012 to realign the road [KKH],” she said, adding the government has
not yet paid landowners despite the lapse of over seven years.
1
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She said during the disaster, the Chinese government provided ration to the entire
affected population for three consecutive years, giving them temporary relief.

On February 28, 2010, the Attababd-landslide-triggered dammed Hunza River submerged
the largest bridge on KKH. This landslide killed 20 people, 450 families in six villages lost
their homes and hundreds others lost their means of livelihood. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Begum is not alone. At least 1,500 families belonging to Hunza, Nagar, and Gilgit
districts have similar tales of misery. The government compulsorily acquired lands of local
farmers, for two major projects: the upgradation of the 335-km long Khunjerab-Raikot
section of the KKH in 2007, and the realignment of the 24-km portion of KKH in 2012.
However, the landowners of both the projects were never fully compensated as required by
the law.
“The Land Acquisition Act of 1894 empowers the state to acquire land for projects
in public interest,” said Didar Ali, who has filed a complaint against the National Highway
Authority (NHA) in the office of the Federal Ombudsman, Islamabad. He said the law also
2
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provides a due procedure to acquire the land and fairly compensate those deprived of
property.
“The government is creating distrust among the local community by denying them
of the meagre compensation,” he added. He said even though the affected had visited all
government offices and staged protests, it was to no avail. (Ali, 2019)
The Federal Ombudsman Syed Tahir Shahbaz in his findings on June 28, 2018
wrote: “Inordinate delay in payment of compensation has occurred in the present case,
therefore, maladministration on the part of the agency [NHA] is proved.” He recommended
NHA to announce the compensation award immediately and release payments ‘within a
period of two months.’ (Shahbaz, 2018)
According to available documents, NHA has so far transferred only Rs74.13m to
the account of District Collector, Hunza against the dues of KKH realignment project, out
of the total liability of Rs428.49m.
“The high-ups at NHA and District Administration, Hunza have failed to fully implement
the recommendations of the Federal Ombudsman,” said Meharban Abdul, whose land was
acquired for the realignment project.
Ali said the district administration recently distributed cheques, amounting to 50%
of the total compensation value, among landowners affected by the realignment project.
“But there was no clue as to when would they get paid in full.”
The landowners also plan to file a petition in Gilgit-Baltistan Supreme Appellate
Court against NHA and district administration regarding the width of the KKH for which
the landowners are being paid. They contended that the agency had marked the right-ofway (ROW) up to 100 feet but were paying for only 44 feet.
The landowners affected from the Khunjerab-Raikot section of the KKH also had
similar complaints. The authorities have paid 60% compensation at some localities, but not
a single penny in many other areas.

A Major Trust Deficit

3
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“Gilgit-Baltistan is the gateway to China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and this
type of red-tapism is creating distrust and suspicion among local community,” Ali said
while demanding a proper inquiry against the concerned departments for mishandling the
compensation issue.
“When the government is reluctant to pay even the meagre land compensation then
how can we expect other promised benefits out of CPEC, said (Ayub, 2019), the Aala
Nambardar of Lower Gojal in Hunza.
At least 440-kilometer of the Karakoram Highway, the lifeline of CPEC, passes
through Gilgit-Baltistan. This mega project has further magnified the geo-strategic and
geo- economic significance of Gilgit-Baltistan.

The Prime Minister of China, Chou En-lai raises a toast with Mir Muhammad Jamal Khan,
the last ruler of Hunza during his visit to Pakistan in February 1964. Mir Muhammad
Jamal Khan was engaged in Sino-Pak boundary settlement in early 1960s and he also
played an important role in the construction of the strategic KKH through his princely
state. Hunza state was abolished and annexed with the Northern Areas of Pakistan in 1974.
— Mir Family

4
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Projected as a game-changer, CPEC was launched in 2015 as a set of economic and
development project under China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) (一带一路). It
comprises loans, investments and grants of over $60 billion that could grow to $100 billion
by 2030.

The much celebrated CPEC project was officially launched in the Nawaz Sharif
government in April 2015 during Chinese president Xi Jinping’s first visit to Islamabad.
— Reuters
BRI was proposed by President Xi Jinping in 2013, to link Southeast Asia, Central
Asia, the Gulf region, Africa and Europe with a network of land and sea routes. By now,
126 countries and 29 international organizations have signed cooperation agreements with
China under BRI.
According to the official document of the “Long Term Plan for China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (2017-2030)” the two sides had agreed to set up the “1+4” cooperation
mode, taking CPEC as the core while prioritizing development of Gwadar port, Energy,
Transport Infrastructure and Industrial Cooperation. (Ministry of Planning, Development
and Reform, 2017)

5
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The new PTI-led government in Islamabad, after months of deliberations, has
announced the second phase of CPEC with focus on greater involvement of private sector,
social sector cooperation and the involvement of third-party partners in CPEC projects.

Pursuing CPEC project, Prime Minister Imran Khan discussed CPEC and other bilateral
matters in a meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping on April 28, 2019. — APP
Prime Minister Imran Khan attended the 2nd Belt and Road Forum held in Beijing
from April 25 to 28. Pakistan’s delegation signed the second phase of China Pakistan Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) along with a list of several other CPEC related memorandum of
understandings (MoUs) and agreements in Beijing.
The China International Development Cooperation Agency and Pakistan’s Ministry
of Planning, Development and Reforms signed the most important MoU for
implementation of the social sector projects. Beijing would spend $1 billion on 27 projects
in education, health, human resource development, poverty alleviation, agriculture, and
water and irrigation sectors in Pakistan.
6
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“China is looking for all the neighboring countries through different corridors,” said
Dr. Hermann Kreutzmann, Professor of Human Geography at Freie Universität Berlin.
“China’s interest is to have an unimpeded exchange and distribution of goods with Asia,
Europe and Africa along and beyond the ancient Silk Road routes.”
Kreutzmann has been involved in a number of fieldwork and academic research
since 1977, in South and Central Asia with a special focus on Gilgit-Baltistan.
He said there are Mongolia-Russia, Central Asia-West Asia, China-Indochina
Peninsula, Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar, New Eurasia Land Bridge and the “China
Pakistan Economic Corridor is only one of those economic corridors.”
According to Kreutzmann the KKH, built in the 1970s, was more a political and
friendship project and did not had much economic significance. “CPEC is a completely
different story. This development complies with the new economic strategy of China and
that is to become the major producer and exporter to the world,” he said.

7
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A map showing different projects being implemented under CPEC. Source: Merics

8
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Gilgit-Baltistan: Key for CPEC

With a territorial area of 72,496 km2, Gilgit-Baltistan is administratively divided into 3
divisions and 10 districts. The estimated population of the region is 2 million. GB is a
multi-ethnic, multilingual and multi-sectarian territory.
“Gilgit Baltistan remains indispensable for CPEC and yet not a single dollar has
been allocated in the entire project for the region,” said Senator Taj Haider, who headed
the Senate’s special committee on CPEC from 2015 to 2018.
The senate committee held detailed consultation meetings with different
stakeholders in Gilgit-Baltistan from August 8-11, 2016 before drafting its third interim
report titled “Gilgit-Baltistan: The Gateway to CPEC”.

9
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“No one in Gilgit-Baltistan will oppose CPEC,” said Nawaz Khan Naji, a legislator
and lone nationalist leader in Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative Assembly (GBLA). “When roads
will connect in all four directions then GB will become a center of trade and tourism,” he
said.
Naji is the chairman of his own faction of Balawaristan National Front (BNF).
Being the gateway of CPEC, the only demand is that local people be engaged and satisfied,
he said, adding: “We see on TV that there are many activities going on in Punjab and near
Gwadar, but we do not see anything on ground in Gilgit-Baltistan.” (Naji, 2019)

The Pakistan-China border crossing commonly known as Khunjerab Pass. It is actually
known as Khunzerav in local Wakhi language: khun means blood and zerav means stream.
— Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Aziz Ali Dad, a noted local scholar and researcher, highlighted that CPEC has
become a subject and source of regional politics in Pakistan. “We need to understand CPEC
in a broader context of BRI, but here everyone is looking at what each province can get out
of it. In Gilgit Baltistan, we are also thinking of CPEC at district levels,” he said.

10
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“We are actually trying to cage an elephant in a small room,” he added. (Dad, 2019)
The residents of Gilgit-Baltistan have a lot of expectations from this multi-billion
project, but the region has a limited a role to play.
“GB’s role is to provide the services of road and some other services probably in terms of
security and an enabling environment for this,” Dr. Kreutzmann said. (Kreutzmann, 2019)
He said these areas are the bridge between two areas of interest. “The ends of the
corridors are the important areas and the thoroughfare is the neglected ones,” he added.
He said when it comes to establishing these kinds of thoroughfares then the road
suddenly plays a major role and gets an own life in it. “When the road project is initiated,
one has to be very careful that everybody along the line is benefitting and getting the same
attention,” the German professor said.
Capt. (rtd.) Mohammad Shafi Khan, the opposition leader in the Gilgit-Baltistan
Legislative Assembly (GBLA) complains of being sidelined in the entire process of
CPEC’s planning and implementation.
“Contrary to the official claims, the locals feel excluded from the decision-making
process and direct benefits of this mega project despite being the entrance of CPEC. GBLA
unanimously passed a resolution in August 2015 demanding to include G-B in CPEC
consultative committee and set up economic zones in the region,” Khan said.
The president of the Gilgit-Baltistan chapter of Pakistan People’s Party Advocate
Amjad Hussain has a different point of view. He noted that mainstreaming Gilgit-Baltistan
can only help the local people in influencing policies in Islamabad.
“Development has never been our issue. We demand to address the basic issue and
that is the political and constitutional status of Gilgit-Baltistan. This is a prerequisite to
safeguard Pakistan’s interest in CPEC and other mega projects in the region,” he said.
As a senior lawyer, Advocate Hussain has also served as the president of the GilgitBaltistan Chief Court Bar Association.
We will not ‘beg for a share in CPEC’, the government should declare ‘GB as a
provisional province,’ he demanded.

11
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Gilgit-Baltistan in Constitutional Limbo
The consequences of the lingering political status of the region has been an issue of serious
concern in Pakistan.
The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan’s fact-finding mission in its principal
finding in August 2016 noted: “The people of Gilgit-Baltistan are nearly unanimous in
seeking their territory’s recognition as a part of Pakistan, by virtue of their accession to the
state in November 1947 and allowed the status of a full unit of the federation.”
The mission in its report titled “Gilgit-Baltistan Aspiration for Identity, Integration
and Autonomy” recommended to extend all fundamental rights to Gilgit-Baltistan
guaranteed in the constitution of Pakistan.
The GBLA has also passed resolution multiple times demanding complete
provincial status for Gilgit- Baltistan and representation in all national institutions.
These resolutions were only opposed by Nawaz Khan Naji, who demanded internal
autonomy for Gilgit-Baltistan.
The nationalist leader has a different stance as compared to the leaders of the
mainstream political parties. “Gilgit-Baltistan is part of the ‘Kashmir dispute’ and
principally GB should be accepted as a ‘political unit’ and whatever dealings are made
between China and Pakistan, ‘Gilgit-Baltistan should be onboard’, and their will and stake
should also to be included in every process,” he said.
“We do not have any representation in national assembly, senate and in the federal
government. Our provincial assembly can only discuss construction of roads, schools,
hospitals and such civic facilities. Even the assembly does not have the right to make
decisions about the area,” Naji said. (Naji, 2019)
According to opposition leader Khan the government was neglecting GilgitBaltistan to avoid international pressure owing to GB’s link to the Kashmir dispute in
United Nation. “We consider Gilgit-Baltistan as undisputed part of Pakistan, so we should
get equal attention. If the policy makers consider the region as out of constitutional ambit
then people can demand to include the province as a third party in all dealings,” he said.

12
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The year 2018 witnessed a heated debate on the constitutional status of GilgitBaltistan due to media speculations regarding the findings of the Sartaj Aziz committee.
This committee was mandated to put forward recommendations regarding the
constitutional status of Gilgit-Baltistan.
The Kashmiri leadership on both sides of the line of control put strong resistance
against any move to constitutionally integrate Gilgit-Baltistan as the fifth province before
the settlement of the Kashmir dispute. AJK Legislative Assembly unanimously passed
resolution demanding all constitutional and economic rights to Gilgit-Baltistan without
declaring it a formal province.
“The question of the constitutional status of the region has been held in limbo for
nearly seven decades,” noted Dr. Ehsan Mehmood Khan in a research titled “Constitutional
Status of Gilgit- Baltistan: An Issue of Human Security”. Dr. Khan now holds an important
position in Gilgit-Baltistan.
“If a provisional constitutional arrangement is adopted, a parallel already exists in
the form of the Sino-Pakistan Boundary Agreement -1963,” he wrote.
The Article-6 of the said agreement points to its provisional nature and that the
negotiations will reopen after the settlement of Kashmir issue.
Dr. Khan stressed on the leadership to handle the Gilgit-Baltistan issue with a sense
of urgency. “It is also imperative in the wake of CPEC so that the region does not look like
un-governed, less-governed or constitution-less,” he noted.
Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan Hafiz Hafeez Ur Rehman said the PML-N
government had granted all the legislation powers and financial rights to GBLA through
Gilgit-Baltistan Order-2018. “There cannot be taxes without representation,” he said.
When taxes were extended to Gilgit-Baltistan then Mian Nawaz Sharif exempted GB from
all taxes for 5-year, he said. Rehman also holds the position of the president of PML (N)
in Gilgit-Baltistan.
He believes these measures were taken to address the long-standing deprivations in
Gilgit-Baltistan and to improve local governance. (Rehman, 2019)

13
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Nawaz Sharif’s federal government promulgated Gilgit-Baltistan Order-2018 in
May 2018 by replacing the GB Empowerment and Self-Governance Order 2009,
introduced by the then PPP’s government in Islamabad. The Zardari-led government, in
1999, had renamed Northern Areas of Pakistan as Gilgit Baltistan and gave a province-like
status to the region.

Non-implementation of Supreme Court’s Judgment
In contrary to the poplar demand in Gilgit Baltistan, as noted in HRCP’s fact finding
mission, the January-1, 2019 decision of the supreme court of Pakistan further complicated
the political issue by declaring the whole Gilgit-Baltistan as part of Jammu and Kashmir.
Historically, only some parts of Gilgit-Baltistan have remained under the direct control of
the Maharaja of Kashmir after 1846.
The Supreme Appellate Court of Gilgit-Baltistan had set aside the Gilgit-Baltistan
Order, 2018 on July 13, 2018 while restoring the 2009 governance order. This was then
challenged in the Supreme Court of Pakistan, which then suspended the order of the
Appellate Court.
The Supreme Court of Pakistan in its final judgment, announced on January 1,
ordered the government of Pakistan to grant the fundamental rights to the residents of
Gilgit-Baltistan. The court order noted that: “There can be no prejudice to Pakistan’s
position on the plebiscite issue if the men, women and children living in GB are guaranteed
basic human rights and a role in their own governance within a framework of a
constitutional nature.”
The court noted the proposed Gilgit-Baltistan Governance Reforms, 2019 ‘shall be
forthwith promulgated by the President on the advice of the Federal Government, and in
any case within a fortnight hereof’. They have been deprived of this choice for far too long
and at far too great a cost, the order reads.
Despite a lapse of over 4-month this direction of the Supreme Court has not been
implemented.
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According to the Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan the court order has caused more
confusion in people’s minds and further complicated the issue. He said the provincial and
federal governments have mutually drafted a new reform package in order to come out of
this political and constitutional stalemate. He said the federal government wants to pass
this act through the National Assembly.
“We have asked the federal government to approve it as an act from a joint session
of GBLA and Gilgit-Baltistan Council,” he said. This will give local ownership and will
also address local deprivations and claims that decisions are imposed on us, he added.

Will CPEC Benefit Gilgit-Baltistan?
Most of the development activities impact Gilgit-Baltistan, directly or indirectly, as there
is no other land route that connects the head of this corridor with its tale. The federal and
provincial governments have been highlighting different mega projects for Gilgit-Baltistan.
These include two hydropower projects, Maqpoon Das Economic Zone, and construction
of Ghizer-Chitral expressway along with improvement of KKH. Construction of a new dry
port in Havelian has also remained a major concern for the local people.
Senior lawyer Advocate Hussain believes the federal leadership is not willing to
give any direct benefit to GB under CPEC because of their limited vision. “Nawaz Sharif
thought more about his own constituency and focused more on making investments into
metros, circular railway and thermal power generation,” he said.
The focus, he said, should have been on improving the KKH corridor, providing
trade infrastructure and utilizing the unlimited clean and cheap hydropower potentials in
Gilgit-Baltistan, instead of constituency-level projects.
The Director of the Center for Research on CPEC Saranjam Baig sees different
reasons for Gilgit-Baltistan’s exclusion from CPEC projects. “CPEC is based on business
principles and there is no charity or foreign aid but investment,” he said, adding that the
investor sees where he can maximize his profit. (Baig, 2019)
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“In Pakistan, under CPEC over 50% of the total investment is in the energy sector.
Gilgit-Baltistan is a very small market and even not connected through grids. The investors
cannot get a return of investing in a market like Gilgit-Baltistan,” Dr. Baig said.
He said an investor would never risk spending in an area which is officially declared
disputed.

Khunjerab Pass, located at 4,600 meters, is world’s highest paved border crossing. This
pass remains closed for four months -December-March- every year because of heavy snow.
— Zulfiqar Ali Khan

China-Pakistan Trade Pattern and Prospects for CPEC
The official statistics reveal the scale of trade through the Khunjerab pass has been
insignificant since the opening of the KKH for commercial traffic in 1986.
According to World Bank’s document “Gilgit-Baltistan Economic Report” the
scale of existing trade through the Pakistan-China border at Khunjerab pass along the KKH
corridor is very limited. The document reads that only 4% (Rs 3.1 billion) of Chinese
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imports to Pakistan came through the GB corridor during the fiscal year 2007-08. Similarly,
only 1.5% of Pakistan’s exports to China is channelized through Gilgit-Baltistan.
The Global Times, a Chinese English language newspaper, reported on February
12, 2017 that 98% of trade between the two countries was by sea. (World Bank , 2011)

The chart shows trade deficit through Khunjerab corridor stands at Rs5,461.11 million in
2018. Source: Pakistan Customs Sost
There were different factors that make it harder for the Khunjerab corridor to realize
anticipated gains from the overall trade.
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“The issue of limited trade is associated with the high cost and unreliability of
transportation through KKH and small scale of economic activity in Gilgit-Baltistan,” said
Zafar Iqbal, Chairman of the Silk Route Dry Port Trust, who has also served as the
Managing Director of the Northern Areas Transport Corporation (NATCO).
Iqbal said the trade facilitation infrastructure is also not up to the mark and nontariff barriers have further limited the trade volume through this border. He said this was
despite that both governments were facilitating local traders through border pass for
China's Xinjiang Autonomous Region. (Iqbal, 2019)
“KKH is passing through a very difficult geographical terrain. Landslides and other
natural and human interventions can easily disrupt this route,” said opposition leader Khan.
The Khunjerab pass also remains closed for almost four months every year.
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The network of highways planned under CPEC. Source: CPEC Secretariat
Rehman is of the view that Khunjerab corridor is not economical to import Chinese
goods for domestic consumption in Pakistan because of the increasing exchange rates,
expensive fright rates and many other factors. The Chief Minister added that all the goods
for domestic use were transported via sea.
“This need to be understood that the primary purpose of CPEC route is accessing
Middle East and other markets via Gwadar,” he said. This route is about 10 days shorter
than the sea to reach Middle East markets, he added.
Dad links the trade volume through Khunjerab Pass with development of Xinjiang
region as a new industrial hub. “China is developing industrial zones in Xinjiang and those
goods will be transported through this route,” he said. (Dad, 2019)
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In a collaborative study, the researchers from Beijing’s Jiaotong University and
Karakoram International University’s (KIU) Center for Research on CPEC, have
established that the Khunjerab corridor is short and less costly. “China can save about $71
billion dollars through Khunjerab route on its imports and exports in terms of shipping
costs from selected destination countries from Europe and the Middle East,” the research
calculated.
This study suggests a large portion of trade from western parts of China will be
shifted to Khunjerab Route following the completion of CPEC projects. (Jiaotong
University ; Karakoram International University, 2018)

Khunjerab, The Abandoned Trade Route
Traders and legislators in Gilgit-Baltistan blame the federal governments for neglecting the
trade and economic potential of this geo-strategic route.
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The chart shows an increasing trend in tax collection at Model Customs Collectorate
(MCC), Gilgit-Baltistan. MCC collected Rs2,449.8 million as withholding tax, sales tax
and customs duty during 2018. The Income Tax Ordinance was extended to Gilgit-Baltistan
in 1982 whereas Sales Tax Act was implemented in 1999. Source: Pakistan Customs Sost
Advocate Amjad Hussain criticizes the federal governments for leaving this route
abandoned, “despite it being the shortest.”
He said historically there were flow of commodities from both sides as part of the
1986 border protocol agreement. “The barter trade was converted to open trade and it is
now just unilateral as we are just importing Chinese products,” Hussain said.
Sost town is facilitating the whole trade and strategic relationships between both
countries, but the government of Pakistan has “zero investment” there, he added. “Sost
town and Khunjerab Pass even lack toilet facility,” he said, expecting facilities required to
facilitate international trade and economic activities is just a dream.
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Sost is a small town located about 90 kms from the Khunjerab Pass. Despite of facilitating
border trade for the past 33 years, the government has failed to provide basic facilities
here. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
The China Pakistan Free Trade Agreement (CPFTA) was signed on November 24,
2006. The overall Chinese exports to Pakistan were valued at $15 billion compared to
Pakistan’s exports of $1.5 billion, causing a deficit of $13.5 billion in FY18.
According to Pakistan Business Council one of the main reasons for low levels of
exports to China are China’s Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs). Pakistani exporters face NTBs
in quality, safety and technical standards under Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards (SPS)
and Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) requirements of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) Agreement.
After years of negotiations both countries finally signed the second phase of FTA
on April 28, 2019 in Beijing.
Chief Minister Rehman said the trade deficit through Khunjerab increased when
the barter trade was converted to open trade in 1998. He said China is not to blame as we
have not worked on scaling the quantity and quality of local produces and our marketing
strategies were also not up-to the mark.
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The nationalist leader Naji blamed some local traders for misusing the incentives
being given to the local traders. No doubt, Pakistan’s government provided opportunities
to local people, but they used these incentives to clear trade goods of traders from outside
GB. “Instead of thousands of people getting benefits, only 10 to 12 local people are now
just carrying the cargo of traders from other regions,” he said. (Naji, 2019)

The NLC Silk-Route Dry Port Sost handled a total 3,818 containers and trucks during
2018. This shows the trade volume through Khunjerab corridor is insignificant when
compared to what is envisioned under CPEC. Source: Pakistan Customs Sost
Javed Hussain, a legislator and trader, believes the strict regulation of custom and
FBR has made small-scale business difficult for local traders.
“People in other border areas have become billionaires because of the direct or
indirect incentives and relaxation,” said Hussain, who has also served as the president of
Gilgit Baltistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Above 50,000 containers of Afghan
Transit Trade get reentry to Pakistan that is not even a big deal, he said, but our total export
is just a thousand containers, he said.
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He demanded Gwadar like tax exemptions for the traders of Gilgit-Baltistan. There
is huge demand of cherry from Gilgit-Baltistan in Kashgar but due to quarantine and
custom regulations it is not encouraged to export. (Hussain, 2018)
“Dry fruits of Gilgit-Baltistan were famous globally but now that too is being exported
from China. We never branded our products and we could not differentiate between the
qualities,” Dr. Baig said.
“Cherries of Rs200-400 per kilo can be sold at Rs2,000 across the border in Kashgar but
to export cherries it has to be first transported to Lahore for a quarantine spray, he added.
The distance from Gilgit to Tashkurgan is just 170 km whereas Lahore is located at over
1,000 km south of Gilgit.
Dr. Baig said Chinese customs also hold the freight for a day or two which further
damages the quality of the perishable items. “We have a free trade agreement, so they are
legally bound, but the Chinese officials practice non-tariff barriers and the federal
government can only handle this,” he said.
Opposition leader Khan said although the local traders do not require visa and can
visit Xinjiang on the border pass, but they were increasingly facing discrimination. “The
humiliating behavior of the Chinese immigration officials discourage people to trade
through this border,” he said.
They have all the rights to regulate the border, but this should not hurt the selfesteem of our people, he said, adding that people also face problems in getting hotel rooms
in Xinjiang.
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Pakistan Custom and Immigration officials checking the luggage of Pakistani travelers in
Sost. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan

Agreeing with the opposition leader, Iqbal also called for a respectful bilateral relationship.
“We respect and welcome whoever comes from China, the laborers or the high-up,” he
said.
Locals complain they are even not allowed to use toilets while travelling from
Khunjerab Pass to Tashkurghan. Trade cannot happen anywhere in the world with this
attitude, he said.
Many traders have raised the issue of how during 2018 they were not allowed to
travel beyond Kashgar to Urumqi and other parts of Xinjiang province, citing a new
agreement signed with the Chief Secretary of Gilgit-Baltistan.
The provincial president of PPP said China is home to a large population and GilgitBaltistan has the potential in the form of organic fruits, herbs and gemstones. He said there
is a lot of potential for potato as well, which is also being supplied to the markets of
Pakistan.
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“To export these the requirement is certification and quarantine facilities which the
government has not yet established in Sost,” he said.

KKH – The Artery of CPEC

This cemetery in Danyore, Gilgit is the resting place of 88 Chinese workers and engineers,
who lost their lives during the construction of KKH between 1966 and 1978. KKH brought
major changes in the socio-economic outlook of the once isolated valleys of the Northern
Areas of Pakistan. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
The 2016 report of senate’s special committee on CPEC reads that “KKH with its present
width is highly inadequate to take the load of CPEC generated traffic.” The committee has
recommended preparing ‘logically and scientifically made estimates of the traffic’ to be
generated on CPEC route along with its yearly growth. It also proposed ‘immediate
construction of another 2-lane highway’ on the other bank of the river with “bridges at
every 10 km distance.”
Chief Minister Rehman was of the view that the current KKH can accommodate
4,000-5,000 40-ft long containers. “If you take 4,000 containers daily, one corner of it will
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be in Gilgit and the other in Hunza,” he said adding that KKH is built only for 40-ft
containers.
“Managing traffic will be a serious challenge keeping in view the increasing flow
of domestic tourists and the trade volume,” he admitted. We have requested the federal
government to deploy highway police on KKH and there is also need for service roads and
bypasses to facilitate local commuters and tourists as well, he added.
Currently a truck is merely visible after every kilometer on KKH. The existing route
is sufficient for the current volume of trade and as business increases, the road
infrastructure will also be improved, he said. “We have been informed that KKH will be
expanded to 100 feet,” the Chief Minister said, adding satellite survey was being done to
either expand the existing road or construct an alternate route.

The Kilik (4,827 m) and nearby Mintika (4,709 m) passes together served as the ancient
entry route between Hunza and Tashkurgan border regions, before the opening of the
Khunjerab Pass in 1970s. The two passes locate near Wakhan Corridor of Northern
Afghanistan. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
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“The road from Dassu area in KPK to Raikot bridge in Diamer has been the worst
for a long time,” said Shakeel Baig, a local who travelled frequently on this route. This is
the CPEC route and we are talking about Gilgit-Baltistan as the center of trade and tourism,
he said.
He said the government is spending millions on a tourism summit in Islamabad
rather than on the routes that provide the opportunity for it.
However, the Chief Minister said Rs126 billion investment is being made under
CPEC, on KKH and other road infrastructure from Islamabad to Khunjerab. “This
investment, after 2020, will reduce the 16-hour Gilgit to Islamabad journey to only 9
hours,” he said.

Since 2002, the federal government has spent millions on repair and maintenance of the
Tatta Pani belt of the KKH in Diamer district. This belt is prone to active mud flows and
landslides. An alternate route can easily be constructed from the opposite side of the river.
— Zulfiqar Ali Khan
The federal government had allocated Rs1 billion against total estimated cost of
Rs8.150 billion under federal PSDP 2018-19 for rehabilitation of the Thakot-Raikot section
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of KKH including Tatta Pani Bypass under CPEC but the present PTI-led government has
cancelled this project due to budgetary constraints.

KKH is often called the eighth wonder of the world as it runs through soaring mountain
peaks and raging rivers. The 613km long highway spans from Khunjerab Pass at PakistanChina border at the north to Thakot bridge in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province in the south.
About 778 Pakistanis and 200 Chinese engineers and workers lost their lives during its
construction. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
KKH is overall susceptible to natural calamities and man-made disruptions, as
already witnessed from the aforementioned Attabad landslide, which blocked the land
access for over 36 months. There were proposals since long to construct the Ghizer-Chitral
alternate route and construct tunnels to make the Babusar route all weather.
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Pak-China Border Trade came to a standstill as the devastating Attabad landslide
submerged 24 kilometers of KKH. Trade was partially maintained through boats and rafts
for almost 36 months. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan

Gilgit-Shandur-Chitral Chakdara Road
There was a long demand in Giglit-Baltistan and Chitral to upgrade and make this road
suitable for all weather conditions. The Gilgit-Baltistan assembly unanimously passed a
resolution in December 2013 demanding the Gilgit-Chitral Road be renamed as
‘Hindukush Highway’ and upgraded.
The Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan said, on request of the CMs of GB and KPK,
the Gilgit-Shandur-Chitral Chakdara Road was included in CPEC during the 6th JCC
meeting as an alternate route to KKH. “The 27-billion rupees project was reflected in
2017-18 federal PSDP,” he added.
He said this project was supposed to be presented in Executive Committee of
National Economic Council (ECNEC) for final approval but the federal and KPK
governments have excluded the GB part of the road from the PC-1.
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CM has conveyed his reservations to concerned ministers. They have assured that
NHA will complete the survey of Shandur-Gilgit portion by May 30, he said. “I have asked
them to not approve the PC-1 until the PC-1 of the Gilgit-Baltistan side is not finalized,”
the chief minister said.
The senate’s special committee on CPEC has also highlighted rehabilitation of the
centuries old route that was connecting the Yarkand area of China to Shigar in Baltistan.
The report suggests building the Shounter Pass route in first phase to connect Astore with
Muzafarabad.
The federal government had allocated Rs50 million in PSDP 2018-19 for the
feasibility study of the Construction of Yarqand to Skardu road, but this was later dropped
by the new government in Islamabad.

Gilgit-Baltistan as an Information Corridor
The Pak-China Cross Border Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) is the only way to connect with
the outside world through land, all other are through submarine cables. This early-harvest
project was inaugurated by Pakistan’s Caretaker Prime Minister Nasirul Mulk on July 13,
2018.
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The Pak-China OFC is jointly operated and maintained by Special Communication
Organization of Pakistan and China Telecom. SCO has established a communication
center at Khunjerab Pass. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
According to official documents, the $44 million, 820-kilometre underground OFC
links Rawalpindi with the Chinese border at Khunjerab Pass and is also backed up by aerial
cable.
This project besides providing cross-border connectivity, would also give China
alternate and shorter access for transit telecom traffic to Europe, Middle East and Africa.
Nobody knows if SCO has the plan to connect GB with this OFC, said Dr. Baig, who is
also heading the economics department of KIU. “It is clear that up till now there has been
no sign of it,” he said. He said Gilgit-Baltistan should get benefit of it as 466 km of it passes
through the province. (Baig, 2019)
The government owned telecom operator SCO monopolize the provision of internet
in GB. The residents are critical of the poor internet speed and the quality of customer
care.
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“There would be a revolution in technology if GB is connected through this optic
fiber. This will create more opportunities in business, e-commerce, e-health, tourism and
in every sphere of life,” Dr. Baig said.

Source: CPEC Secretariat ( www.cpec.gov.pk)

‘Grabbing Community Land for Economic Zone’
One of the key bilateral cooperation areas under CPEC was the Special Economic Zones
(SEZs) as a strategy to promote trade, employment and economic growth in Pakistan.
According to the Chief Minister the second JCC meeting had decided to establish 9 SEZs
in different parts of Pakistan under CPEC. The Gilgit-Baltistan government identified and
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completed a study on Maqpoon Das special eco-economic zone, which was approved by
the sixth JCC, he said.
The federal government has now finalized four SEZs—Rashakai in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Dhabeji in Sindh and M-3 Faisalabad and a hi-tech SEZ in Islamabad —in
the first phase.
The Rashakai SEZ Joint Venture and License Agreement was signed between
KPEZMDC and CRBC on April 28, 2019, during Prime Minister Khan’s recent visit to
Beijing.
“Maqpoon Das is currently nothing but a showpiece,” Dr. Baig said. Maqpoon Das
was not declared economic zone under CPEC. It was declared as an economic zone in 2004
by the federal board of investment, he said.
“It is interesting that local residents and government of Gilgit-Baltistan are in litigation on
the land of this project,” he added said.
Opposition leader Captain Khan believes even there is no electricity in the province
to establish industries. “People get only two hours of electricity in 24 hours during winter,”
he said. “There was not a single energy project even though Gilgit-Baltistan has the
potential to generate the cheapest energy.”
According to the planning and development department of the government of
Gilgit-Baltistan there is 40,000 MW untapped hydropower potential in GB, of which only
90 MW has been developed.
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Diamer-Bhasha Dam, located 40 km downstream of Chilas, has a gross water storage
capacity of 8.1 million acre feet with the power generation capacity of 4,500 MW. The
dam will inundate about 32 villages, affecting 30,350 people living in 4,266 households in
Diamer district of GB. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Chief Minister Rehman rejects the allegations that the government has forcefully
allotted lands of local community for the economic zone. “This property belongs to the
government according to official documents. If court orders that the property belongs to
the people then it will not be a big deal for the government to pay the local community,”
he said, adding the villagers were in litigation on grazing rights. (Malik, 2015)
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Havelian Dry Port: A Major Concern for Gilgit-Baltistan

This map shows the Railway network and Havelian Dry Port envisioned under CPEC:
Source: CPEC Secretariat ( www.cpec.gov.pk)
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The Havelian Dry Port project has raised many eyebrows in Gilgit-Baltistan as this project
can impact trade and economic activities in the province. The whole border trade and
economic activities in Gilgit-Baltistan revolves around the Sost Dry Port.
The official website of the CPEC Secretariat mentions the dry port will be
established at Havelian in Haripur district of KPK by utilizing the railway land to meet the
demand of containerized future freight traffic in connection with CPEC.
The Director of Center for Research on CPEC Dr. Baig is of the view that that
Havelian dry port will cause major loss to Gilgit-Baltistan. “GB will then just become a
transit corridor as only the trucks will pass from here towards Havelian,” he said.
Until and unless Gilgit-Baltistan becomes duty free zone, Havelian port can only
be a dream, Advocate Hussain said while threatening protests if their concerns were not
addressed. “GB will then get only smokes of the containers,” legislator from Nagar Javed
Hussain said. “If they want to establish another port that should also be within GB.”
Chief Minister Rehman said some people were just trying to create provincial
prejudices without understanding the real issue. “Sost dry port has a 100 containers daily
handling capacity,” he said. The traffic is projected to jump to 4,000 containers daily once
the CPEC infrastructure is fully functional, he said.
“There will be need of 5 to 6 more dry ports,” he said.
“The capacity of Sost dry port is still under-utilized,” Iqbal, the chairman of the
Silk Route Dry Port Trust claimed. He said the new partner National Logistics Cell (NLC)
has the plan to expand and modernize the port to handle large volume of CPEC cargo.
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NLC Silk Route Dry Port Sost was opened for trade activities on April 1, 2019 after the
Khunjerab Pass was opened for trade activities. NLC obtained lease of the port in 2016
for 20 years and will pay 20% of the gross profit to the local stakeholders of Silk Route
Dry Port Trust (SRDPT). — Zulfiqar Ali Khan

‘CPEC is a Business to Business (B2B) Model’
Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan blamed the opposition for misleading people by asking
what is in CPEC for Gilgit Baltistan without understanding CPEC’s investment mode.
“CPEC is a business to business (B2B) model,” Rehman said, adding he was
convinced from day one that there will not be any large-scale project in Gilgit-Baltistan
because the province does not have the return capacity.
He said two hydropower projects, 100 MW KIU and 80MW Phander, were
approved under the B2B model in CPEC. Chinese companies offered us Rs13 per unit and
if other expenditures were included the tariff will increase to Rs17, which was not
affordable for the people of Gilgit-Baltistan, he added. Currently the tariff rate in Gilgit38
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Baltistan is between Rs2.5-7.5 whereas Chinese companies were producing and selling
over 10,000 MW electricity in other parts of Pakistan on tariff rates ranging from Rs14 to
34 per unit, he explained.
The website of CPEC secretariat mentions both Phandar and KIU hydropower
projects as CPEC-Potential Energy Project. These are not even part of the list of the15
projects as CPEC-Energy Priority Projects and 4 CPEC-Energy Actively Promoted
Projects.

A view of the Pakistan-China Friendship Tunnel. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan

‘GB Compensated Through Federal PSDP’
Rehman said the then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif compensated the province on his
request through federal PSDP schemes. “Till 2014, only 2 billion rupees were allocated
for Gilgit-Baltistan in PSDP but currently projects of over 126 billion allocations are either
under implementation or in pipeline,” he said.
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He said mega projects like Gilgit-Skardu Road, Gilgit-Naltar Expressway, Cancer
Hospital, Cardiology Hospital, Baltistan University, KIU Campuses in three districts, two
technical colleges, Regional Power Grid, 20MW Hanzal, 27MW Attabad, 26MW
Shagarthang, 28MW Ghowari, 25MW Tangir and 4MW Thak were either under
implementation or in pipeline.

‘CPEC is a Policy Window’
The director of the center for research on CPEC Dr. Baig thinks otherwise. He said CPEC
is not the name of ‘projects or investments’ rather ‘it is a new policy window.’
“It depends on the policy-makers to use this policy window to minimize risks and
maximize benefits,” he said.
The question frequently asked by policymakers and public is what is our share in
$62bn? “The second important question should be ‘what are the indirect benefits of
CPEC?” he said, adding the indirect benefits, or the trickledown effect is quite enormous
for Gilgit-Baltistan.
“Both things should go simultaneously. Efforts should be made to get a share in
$62bn but equal effort needed to tap and maximize the existing benefits,” he said.
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The newly-constructed building of the Gilgit-Baltistan Legislative Assembly (GBLA) was
completed in 12 years at a cost of Rs 911.378 million. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Dr. Baig criticized the local politicians for not discussing CPEC in provincial
assemblies and how they themselves do not know what CPEC is bringing in for us. The
understanding of government and other policy makers are also not clear, he added. “The
crux is that CPEC is by far an unguided project in GB,” Dr. Baig said, adding nobody
knows its benefits and implications.
There were mentions in official documents that Gilgit-Baltistan will sign
agreements with Xinjiang, Dr. Baig said. “Our delegations have spent millions of dollars
on visits to China but what is the outcome, we do not know yet,” he said.
The CPEC Cell at P&DD could not even call a meeting in the past three years
despite having millions of budgets. He said this budget is being surrendered every year, he
added.
Dr. Baig believes the lack of information and awareness created confusion,
ambiguity and anger among the youth.
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‘Gilgit-Baltistan is the Ultimate Beneficiary of CPEC’

The Old Silk Route is running parallel to the newly constructed KKH in Hunza and Nagar
districts. The geographical ties, tributary and trade relationship and even family
relationships between Hunza and the Xinjiang region of China goes back to thousands of
years. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
There is also a general understanding that CPEC will have enormous indirect
benefits for the people of Gilgit-Baltistan. The local people, however, blame the provincial
and federal governments for lack of policies and infrastructures to channelize these
potential benefits.
“Even if the government of Pakistan does not give us a single penny, CPEC will
function without any hindrance from our side, said Advocate Hussain. “Gilgit-Baltistan is
actually the ultimate beneficiary of CPEC. Economic activities in GB exists solely due to
KKH,” he said.
“The biggest benefit is that CPEC has brought peace and stability in GilgitBaltistan, which is precondition for development. Over the years the road and
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communication infrastructures were also improved.

Following these developments,

tourism industry has also improved in GB,” Dr. Baig said.
He was of the view that even tourism industry alone is sufficient for the economic
development of Gilgit-Baltistan, if tackled properly.

In the past, delegates and artists from the Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous County of
Xinjiang were participating in Silk Route Festivals in Hunza. The Wakhi ethnic group live
on both sides of Pakistan-China border region. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
Dr. Kreutzmann agrees: “One of the major benefits is with an improved
infrastructure, tourism is now like a gold rush phenomenon in Gilgit-Baltistan.”
The province had more than one million tourists last year--that was completely
unexpected and that is one indirect benefit of CPEC, he added.
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“There were hardly 3,000 rooms available for tourists in the entire province,” Chief
Minister Rehman said. Now there are around 16,000 beds available, he said.
He claimed that on average, every year, there are 100 hotels being inaugurated in
Gilgit-Baltistan, both small and large-scale. (Kreutzmann, 2019)
Dr. Baig stressed on the need to also focus on tourism, microenterprises and other
indirect benefits otherwise outsiders will exploit these potentials.
Urbanization is rapidly increasing from Chilas to Khunjerab, he said. “Businesses
are shrinking and there is downsizing going on in other parts of Pakistan. In GB there is
mushrooming of microenterprise-malls, hotels, restaurants, guest houses and other
concrete structures are being constructed everywhere and outsiders trying to buy lands
through proxies,” he said.

‘Youth Need to Learn Tricks of the Trades’
The local scholar Dad views unemployment as a big issue in Gilgit-Baltistan because the
youth is educated and there is no industry and private sector in the region. He stressed on
the need to identify the skills gap and scale-up efforts to prepare local youth for the future
potentials in CPEC and other mega projects like Diamer-Bhasha dam.
“When closed societies are exposed to the market forces without building their capacities,
they become vulnerable to the exploitation of market forces. Globalization is going to enter
Gilgit-Baltistan through CPEC and to get advantage of it we need to have few tricks of the
trades,” Dad said. (Dad, 2019)
The chief minister recognized the same issue. “The biggest challenge would be to
prepare local human resources to tap the huge potentials and manage the challenges. Both,
the federal and provincial governments, have not yet given the required attention and taken
the measures,” he admitted. If you look at Kashgar and its economic zones, its display
centers, their packaging industries and their value addition firms, those do not exist here.
Dad highlighted the need to develop skills related to the tourism and hospitality
industry. He said we do not even have cooks.
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“Kashgar receives around 2 million tourists annually and if we plan to bring only
50,000 to Gilgit-Baltistan, we only have a 3,600-bedding capacity in GB,” he said. “We
need to develop variety of skills in hospitality and tourism industry to tap the potential.”
Dr. Baig said the province does not have the necessary planning and infrastructure
to facilitate the new boom in tourism. He said the Chinese have established five-star hotels
and an international airport in a small border town of Tashkurgan. “Hundred-meters from
the border in to China, they have built high quality waiting rooms with internet connection
and other facilities. Whereas, in our side for those one million potential tourists there is not
even a single restroom,” he said.
Dad also spoke of the huge unexplored potential in mineral deposits in GilgitBaltistan besides tourism. In order to develop this industry, we also need to develop the
required skills, he said.
Dr. Baig views the policies made for mineral sector as strict and unfriendly that the
local people cannot take part in it. Chinese are very much interested in gems and minerals,
he said.
“CPEC is a big animal,” Aziz Ali Dad said, for taking advantages of this we need
to take our efforts to large scale.
Chief Minister Rehman said the provincial government has started an engineering
college in order to develop skilled human resources. In 2010, degree classes in civil
engineering started whereas KIU has already started degree programs in mining
engineering and tourism.
He said the government has established and handed over a technical and vocational
institute to NLC where relevant technical courses are being offered. He said the
government has also established technical education board, designed a syllabus and now
going ahead towards establishing institutions to prepare technical hands.
“In the coming 5 to 6 years we have the plan to prepare 20,000 to 25,000 technical hands
to tap these opportunities,” Rehman said. “Youth prefer clerical jobs rather than being
skillful and earn millions.”
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Gilgit-Baltistan’s Role in CPEC’s Joint Cooperation Committee
The political leadership were complaining that Gilgit-Baltistan does not have any say in
the federal and CPEC related decision-making forums.
Chief Minister Rehman however disagrees with this. “GB is part of the highest
CPEC forum, the Joint Cooperation Committee (JCC),” he said, adding both governments
have also formed a six-member JCC of the Xinjiang and Gilgit-Baltistan to strengthen
cooperation between these two neighboring regions. The chief minister heads GilgitBaltistan and Xinjiang is led by its governor.
Rehman said there were frequent visits from Xinjiang and he personally made two
visits to Xinjiang. “I will lead a high-level delegation from GB to Xinjiang to attend a
follow up meeting in May 2019,” he said.
MoUs will be signed in agriculture, health, educational exchange and
infrastructures development, he added.
He said Xinjiang is helping Gilgit-Baltistan improve its hospitals and schools.
“Xinjiang government has established three IT labs in GB schools, provided medical
equipment and 100 beds for hospitals and vehicles for local police,” he said, adding 40
engineers received training from China and over 100 students will also get scholarships to
study there.
According to media reports, the Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing has
informed Chief Minister that the Chinese government has recently transferred Rs5 billion
development grant for Gilgit-Baltistan under CPEC.
“Our chief minister has not yet informed the assembly regarding any of such developments.
There is neither a parliamentary committee on CPEC nor the members were briefed by
anyone. Assembly is completely blind on all these matters,” the nationalist leader Naji said.
“We are being seen as no man’s land,” he complained, and just to highlight local issues,
we are portrayed as traitors.
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“We were part of every JCC meeting during previous government,” Rehman added. He
said there has been only one meeting during the present government and we could not
attend the meeting as desired by the federal government.
“PTI has recruited Buzdar and Mehmood Khan, who they do not allow to go outside
Peshawar and Lahore,” he remarked sarcastically.
Advocate Hussain is, however, of the view that: “Until GB is out of the
constitutional ambit, Hafiz u Rehman does not have the power to sign MoUs with China
or any other country.” He said article 167 of the Constitution of Pakistan empowers
provinces to sign MoUs with foreign countries.
“The day GB comes into constitutional ambit, this region will become Paris and the largest
investments will come from China,” Advocate Hussain claimed.

Implications of CPEC for Gilgit-Baltistan
The local people have their own fears regarding CPEC’s implications on the politics,
economy, environment and on the society as a whole.
“The most important implication is local people may lose control of their assets,”
said Dr. Kreutzmann. He said Gilgit-Baltistan was always regarded for down country
Pakistan as a poor mountain area in a remote corner of the country. “Now potent investors
from down country see there is a gold rush going on here, in tourism, in infrastructure
development, and probably mineral exploitation, in all kinds of resources that are available
in this area,” he said.
He said Gilgit-Baltistan has difficult starting conditions as compared to other parts
of the country. The problem in GB is that ‘the local decision-making power is always in a
limbo’, he said, adding the governance order 2018 is not effective now, and if effective,
then the Prime Minister could do many things directly to the area.
Opposition leader Khan shown his concerns regarding the environmental impact of
the mega infrastructure development and CPEC traffic. “It is said that after every 35
seconds, a container will pass through KKH. The pollutions and emissions will affect the
environment and will cause our glaciers to melt,” he warned.
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The environmental impact of the proposed mega infrastructure projects on the
fragile ecosystem of Gilgit-Baltistan has not yet received the required attention of
environmentalists, academia and policy makers. Khunjerab National Park (KNP) is the
connecting point of CPEC. This protected area hosts some of the endangered species like
Marcopolo Sheep and snow leopard.

Khunjerab National Park, covering an area of about 2,270 sq km, was established on 29
April 1975. It is Pakistan's third largest national park and lies adjacent to Tashkurgan
Natural Reserve in China. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), in 2018, warned: “the
development of CPEC includes colossal investment in infrastructure; if not planned well,
it could have a significant impact on biodiversity and the livelihoods of local communities,
particularly in Pakistan’s fragile mountainous region.”
The opposition leader said local youth are well aware of these implications and
when they do not see any direct benefits, this creates anger and frustration.
Where there will be blessings, the developments will push us away from our beliefs,
culture, traditions and religion, fears Naji. “This is for definite,” he said.
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“We cannot stop the route for these reasons, but safeguards are required to
minimize its consequences,” he said. He said there is need to protect the landownership
rights of the indigenous communities, so demography could not be changed, and the culture
and beliefs remain safe.
Dad also agreed with Naji. He stressed on the need of legislations to safeguard the
rights and resources of local indigenous communities otherwise local communities would
become extremely vulnerable.

The picturesque landscape of Gilgit-Baltistan is fading due to the unplanned installation
of power and OFC cables along the KKH. — Zulfiqar Ali Khan
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CPEC and Geo-Strategic Dynamics in Gilgit-Baltistan
This and other mega projects like Diamer Bhasha dam have further increased the geostrategic importance of Gilgit-Baltistan due to the clashing interests of regional and
international powers.
“Gilgit-Baltistan is getting more importance and attention and thus our enemies can exploit
the local issues and create troubles to sabotage CPEC,” Chief Minister Rehman said.
He said our enemy India has kept Gilgit-Baltistan its top priority. “India has always
been creating unnecessary hype and propaganda, whenever there is any development
benefiting the people of this region,” he added. (Malik, 2015)
It is worth mentioning that India has repeatedly expressed concerns about BRI,
claiming that CPEC is passing through the disputed territory of Gilgit-Baltistan. India also
skipped attending both BRFs in Beijing again due to the same reservations.
Similarly, US Defense Secretary James Mattis, in October 2017, told the US
Senate’s Armed Services Committee that: “The One Belt, One Road also goes through
disputed territory, and I think that in itself shows the vulnerability of trying to establish that
sort of a dictate.”
Advocate Hussain warned fears of Gilgit-Baltistan becoming a battlefield of
clashing regional and international interests. “The interfering elements will choose to turn
Gilgit-Baltistan into battlefield if you continue keeping it abandoned,” he warned, adding
FATA was a battlefield until it was not mainstream.
“The only solution is to mainstream Gilgit-Baltistan,” he said.
Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan said the interfering elements will try to exploit
the concerns of the local people. “The complicated issue of the constitutional rights in
Gilgit-Baltistan provides a ground for the enemies to play. There is a genuine political
deprivation in Gilgit-Baltistan. Where there is deprivation, it is not difficult to find
facilitators to exploit the situation,” he said.
The nationalist leader Naji does not see any interference currently in GilgitBaltistan. “If America has not lost, it will resist and obviously it will favor India and will
also work from Afghanistan,” he said.
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There is no one in Gilgit-Baltistan who favors India despite their resentment
towards Pakistan’s policies regarding Gilgit-Baltistan, he added. He said Hamid group
was previously blamed for getting Indian support against Pakistan’s interest in GilgitBaltistan. Even if Hamid has surrendered then who else is left in GB to be blamed as Indian
agents, he said.
The Brussels-based self-exiled Chairman of his own faction of the Balawaristan
National Front (BNF) Abdul Hamid Khan has returned to Pakistan on February 8, 2019.
Lacking any on-ground support base in Gilgit-Baltistan, Khan was accused of being on the
payroll of RAW. The law enforcement agencies had also arrested over a dozen of BNF
activists and supporters in 2016, but most of them were released later.
Advocate Hussain also believes that India is irrelevant in Gilgit-Baltistan. He said
it is not due to the policies of the Pakistani government, but due to people’s patriotism as
they liberated the region from Dogras of Kashmir in November 1947 and made
unconditional accession to Pakistan.
“Gilgit-Baltistan is not like Baluchistan, where they can try to sabotage CPEC
because they can easily get recruits,” Dad said.

Here, he said, when people have

reservations, they express it, but they will not take it beyond political level, adding the
decision-makers should address the anger of local youth before it gets unmanageable.
He said India has been producing propaganda literature regarding CPEC in relation
to GB. “Rather [than have] people rely on conspiracy theories, there is a dire need for
Pakistan to produce CPEC related knowledge in Gilgit-Baltistan so to create our own
narrative,” Dad said.
The German professor Dr. Kreutzmann thinks India is not in a position of strength
as it has been struggling for a long to position itself against China. “India is only in an
exchange corridor with Nepal, and there is a small road going through Sikkim into China
that is not really the role, a global player would occupy,” he said.
“In strategic considerations Pakistan is now quite strongly affiliated with China and
Central Asia and India is sidelined. In economic terms I am not sure whether the price is
very high that Pakistan has to pay for this kind of constellation,” he said.
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CPEC: Between Hope and Despair
The people of Gilgit-Baltistan have shown an unprecedented allegiance to the state of
Pakistan since its independence on November 1, 1947. The 72 years of lingering
political status of the region has not yet alienated their wish of integration into the
mainstream of the country. The youth have, however, started raising question on this
one-sided love affair.
The people of Gilgit-Baltistan are skeptical about the prospects of CPEC given
the mishandling of the KKH compensation, media hype regarding CPEC projects in
other provinces and the historical neglect of the region.
Dr. Khan believes that the issue of Gilgit-Baltistan ‘merits the attention of
Pakistan’s national leadership, intellectual community and media more than ever
before’.
“CPEC is hope of a future with peace and prosperity in Gilgit-Baltistan,” said Nambardar
Ayub, adding, this will only become a reality when the benefits were equally shared with
the local people.
He believes KKH benefited the people of Gilgit-Baltistan the most. He also recalls
the timely help of the government of China during the Attabad-disaster.
Pointing towards the KKH, he however said: “This is the CPEC route to Gwadar.
So, when they failed to timely compensate the affected people then how can they expect
other benefits. We do not know how long it will take to get the remaining 50%
compensation,” he said.
Ali thinks peace, development and stability in Gilgit-Baltistan is in the wider
interest of both Pakistan and China. “This can only be ensured by making the local
communities a close partner in development,” he said.
Note: The video part of the report will be submitted separately.
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